1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

The hydrocarbon ions C~3~H^+^ and C~3~H~2~^+^ have long been recognized as important intermediates in the carbon chemistry in interstellar molecular clouds,^[@ref1],[@ref2]^ leading to the formation of ever more complex hydrocarbon chain molecules^[@ref3]^ and aromatic species such as benzene.^[@ref4]^ They are directly chemically related to the formation of the corresponding neutral species C~3~H and C~3~H~2~, which are widespread in different regions in our Galaxy.^[@ref5]−[@ref11]^ The dominant pathway leading to the neutrals is via dissociative electron recombination of C~3~H~2~^+^ and C~3~H~3~^+^, respectively, which in turn are formed via a competing reaction and association mechanism from C~3~H^+^ with H~2~.^[@ref12]^ The latter reactions have been extensively studied in the laboratory at varying temperatures in selected ion flow tube (SIFT) and ion trap experiments, but still many open questions remain.^[@ref13]−[@ref16]^ One of them is the role of isomeric variants of the reactant and product ions, all having stable cyclic and noncyclic forms, which can at best be indirectly probed by mass spectroscopic methods alone.^[@ref13]^ Isomer-dependent ion molecule reaction kinetics might be the key to understand the large variation in the cyclic-to-linear isomer ratio of neutral C~3~H~2~ observed in different astronomical environments,^[@ref17],[@ref18]^ which is difficult to be reproduced in astrochemical model calculations.^[@ref19],[@ref20]^ Vibrational spectroscopy is a standard tool for structural determination. The IR data presented here on isomeric forms of C~3~H^+^ and C~3~H~2~^+^ might, therefore, in future studies be used for probing the isomeric outcome of, for example, the astronomically relevant C~3~H^+^ + H~2~ reaction.

The recent detection of the linear l-C~3~H^+^ isomer via its rotational transitions in several regions of the interstellar medium^[@ref11],[@ref21],[@ref22]^ has triggered several laboratory and theoretical spectroscopic studies on this closed-shell hydrocarbon ion. In order to identify the astronomical lines, high-resolution rotational spectra were recorded using rotational action spectroscopy in a cryogenic ion trap^[@ref23]^ and Fourier transform microwave spectroscopy,^[@ref24]^ providing accurate spectroscopic parameters for its vibrational ground state. The observed large centrifugal distortion parameter prompted Huang et al.^[@ref25]^ to question the original identification of the astronomical lines as belonging to l-C~3~H^+^ based on quantum chemical calculations, resulting in a much smaller value. Later, further theoretical investigations resolved this issue and attributed the large centrifugal distortion effect to a shallow C--C--C bending potential in this linear ion, which is not accurately treated by the standard second-order vibrational perturbation theory (VPT2) approach.^[@ref26],[@ref27]^ However, to date, only indirect information on vibrational band positions of l-C~3~H^+^ is available from recent photoelectron spectroscopic studies.^[@ref28]^ In the same study, the cyclic c-C~3~H^+^ isomer was also observed, calculated to lie around 70 kJ/mol higher in energy than the linear isomeric ground state.^[@ref29]^

The open-shell C~3~H~2~^+^ ion has three stable isomers, with the cyclic (c-C~3~H~2~^+^, ^2^A~1~) variant being the ground state, followed by a linear HCCCH^+^ (^2^Π~g~, 28 kJ/mol higher) and a linear *C*~2*v*~ (^2^A~1~, 182 kJ/mol higher) form. The relative energies are theoretical values, including zero-point energy corrections from Wong and Radom,^[@ref30]^ agreeing well with later calculations.^[@ref31]^ Experimental spectroscopic data on C~3~H~2~^+^ are sparse. Franck--Condon analyses of the vibrationally resolved photoelectron spectra of neutral cyclic c-C~3~H~2~ provided estimates of the equilibrium geometry of cationic c-C~3~H~2~^+^ and of its ν~2~ and ν~3~ stretching band positions.^[@ref32],[@ref33]^ In a more recent study, in addition, the threshold photoelectron spectrum of linear HCCCH was investigated for the first time.^[@ref28]^ Because this study aimed at determining adiabatic ionization energies of the neutrals, no information on the Renner--Teller-affected vibrational modes of HCCCH^+^ was provided.

The combination of a cryogenic ion trap instrument with the widely tunable free electron lasers at the FELIX[a](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} Laboratory^[@ref34]^ enabled us now to measure the vibrational spectra of C~3~H^+^ and C~3~H~2~^+^ for the first time. Broadband IR spectra covering most of the fundamental bands were recorded using infrared-predissociation (IR-PD) action spectroscopy of the isolated ions tagged with a Ne atom. The vibrational band positions are assigned and interpreted with the help of high-level quantum chemical calculations with an emphasis on the ions' isomeric composition and the influence of the rare gas tag.

2. Experimental and Theoretical Methods {#sec2}
=======================================

2.1. FELion Cryogenic 22-Pole Ion Trap Instrument at the FELIX Laboratory {#sec2.1}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The infrared spectra of linear C~3~H^+^ (propynylidynium) and two isomeric variants of C~3~H~2~^+^ (the cyclic cyclopropenylidene and the linear radical cations) were recorded using the cryogenic 22-pole ion trap instrument FELion located at the Free Electron Lasers for Inrared eXperiments (FELIX) Laboratory at the Radboud University.^[@ref35]^ Details of the FELion instrument interfaced to the free electron laser FEL-2 at the FELIX Laboratory were given previously,^[@ref34]^ and here we will only provide information specific to the target ions and the employed action spectroscopic scheme, that is, IR-PD via Ne rare gas tagging.

C~3~H^+^ (*m* = 37 u) and C~3~H~2~^+^ (*m* = 38 u) were produced in an ion storage source^[@ref36]^ from a mixture of neutral allene (propadiene, C~3~H~4~, 96%, abcr GmbH) and He at a ratio of 1:4 and pressure of ∼10^--5^ mbar via electron impact ionization at an energy of 20--30 eV. At the beginning of an experimental cycle, a 40--100 ms long pulse of ions is extracted from the source and filtered for the mass of interest by a first quadrupole mass selector. The ions are guided to the 22-pole ion trap which is kept at a fixed temperature in the range 6.5--11.8 K, where they are cooled to the ambient temperature by collisions in a bath of He and Ne, with a mixture ratio of 3:1 and number density of ∼10^15^ cm^--3^, provided via a pulsed piezo valve. The buffer gas pulse is triggered typically 10 ms before the ions enter the trap and continues until around 20--50 ms after the ion pulse. Under these conditions, around 10% of the primary ions (C~3~H^+^ or C~3~H~2~^+^) form weakly bound complexes with Ne (see Figures S1 and S2 in the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpca.9b06176/suppl_file/jp9b06176_si_001.pdf) for corresponding mass spectra and time evolution).

For the spectroscopic experiments, the ions are stored for up to 7 s in the ion trap where they are exposed to several laser pulses before they are extracted from the trap. An IR-PD spectrum is recorded by mass-selecting and counting the C~3~H^+^-Ne (or C~3~H~2~^+^-Ne) complex ions and varying the laser wavelength. The absorption of a resonant IR photon leads to a depletion in the number of complex ions *N*(ν) compared to the baseline number *N*~0~ observed off-resonant. To account for saturation, varying baseline, laser pulse energy *E*, and pulse numbers *n*, the signal is normalized prior to averaging as , yielding the intensity *I* in units of relative cross section per photon.

The IR radiation for the IR-PD measurements was provided by FEL-2 of the FELIX Laboratory (operated at 5 or 10 Hz) in the frequency region 500--1950 cm^--1^. The macropulse energies in the interaction region were varied between 1 and 20 mJ, and the FEL optimized for narrow bandwidths of typically full width at half-maximum (fwhm) of 0.5--1 %. For C~3~H^+^, FEL-2 was also used in its third harmonic mode to cover the region 1950--2500 cm^--1^. The CH stretching region between 2800 and 3900 cm^--1^ was covered with a tabletop OPO/OPA system (Laservision), providing 10 Hz pulsed IR radiation with up to 13 mJ/pulse and a fwhm of 3.5 cm^--1^.

2.2. Quantum Chemical Calculations {#sec2.2}
----------------------------------

Quantum chemical calculations were performed to determine the structure and vibrational spectra of the species studied experimentally in this work. The structures of the ground states of C~3~H^+^ and cyclic c-C~3~H~2~^+^ were optimized with analytical gradients at the coupled-cluster (CC) level of theory using the CC singles and doubles approximation^[@ref37]^ augmented with a perturbative treatment of triple excitations (CCSD(T)^[@ref38]−[@ref40]^). A restricted Hartree--Fock (HF) reference was used for the C~3~H^+^ ion, whereas an unrestricted HF (UHF) reference was employed for the open-shell c-C~3~H~2~^+^ ion. The calculations were carried out using Dunning's cc-pCVQZ basis set^[@ref41]^ and with all electrons included in the correlation treatment. The stationary points found in the optimization were confirmed to be minima by computing analytical second derivatives.^[@ref42],[@ref43]^ The vibrational frequencies were determined at the same level of theory, including a treatment of anharmonicity based on VPT2.^[@ref44]^ Besides fundamental bands, the calculations allowed us to determine the presence of detectable overtones and combination bands, which allowed the assignment of additional peaks in the spectra. Our calculations are in good agreement with literature results^[@ref25]−[@ref27]^ for C~3~H^+^ that, however, focus solely on fundamental bands and report no analysis of combination bands and overtones. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of high-level CC calculations of the vibrational frequencies for c-C~3~H~2~^+^. Nevertheless, our results are in qualitative agreement with previous calculations^[@ref30]^ based on Møller--Plesset second-order perturbation theory.

For both species, the interaction with a noble gas atom was investigated computationally in order to understand the presence of stable complexes and the effect of the noble gas on the spectroscopic properties of the ions. For C~3~H^+^--Ne, we performed a scan of the C~3~H^+^--Ne potential energy surface by optimizing the distance between the neon atom and the central carbon upon varying the angle defined by the neon atom, the central carbon, and the hydrogen atom and by keeping every other geometrical parameter fixed. These calculations were first performed at the frozen-core (fc) CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ^[@ref45]^ level of theory, which allowed us to identify two potential stable complexes. Their geometries were further refined at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pCVQZ^[@ref41],[@ref45]^ level of theory, correlating all electrons. Harmonic frequencies were then computed at the same level of theory for both minima in order to confirm stability, and a transition state was optimized and confirmed again with a harmonic frequencies calculation, always at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pCVQZ level of theory. For c-C~3~H~2~^+^--Ne, a two-dimensional scan was performed at the fc-CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ  level of theory. Three possible minima were identified, but further refinement of their geometries at the fc-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory and harmonic frequencies calculations identified only a single minimum.

Computations were also carried out on the linear HCCCH^+^ isomer. The electronic ground state of this ion is of ^2^Π~g~ symmetry. While this state is, in principle, also accessible via single-reference CC theory, the instability of the UHF (as well as of a restricted open-shell HF) reference upon an antisymmetric stretch of the ion requires a different computational protocol. Furthermore, the computation of the vibrational spectrum requires to take into account the Renner--Teller splittings of the bending modes. We thus decided to use the equation-of-motion ionization potential^[@ref46]^ (EOMIP) CC approach, in which the ^2^Π~g~ state is obtained by removing from the neutral triplet state of HCCCH an electron from one of the two singly occupied π orbitals. The main advantage of this approach is that one does not encounter any instability issues and that one is able to treat the Renner--Teller effect in its simplest variant. The geometry of HCCCH^+^ was thus optimized at the EOMIP-CCSD^[@ref46]^ level of theory using the cc-pVQZ^[@ref47]^ basis set together with the fc approximation. Harmonic frequencies were computed for HCCCH^+^ via numerical differentiation of analytically evaluated gradients,^[@ref46]^ resulting in two different values for each bending mode by following in one direction (e.g., *x*) the lower and in the other direction (e.g., *y*) the upper potential energy surface. For the anharmonic treatment, we refrain from a detailed handling of the Renner--Teller effect (as described, e.g., in ref ([@ref48])) and focused solely on the stretching modes. This means that we report anharmonic results for stretching modes only, that is, their fundamentals, overtone and combination bands obtained by averaging the VPT2 results for both Renner--Teller components and ignoring all coupling contributions between both components.

Finally, for the sake of completeness, the structure and vibrational frequencies of a third, high-energy isomer of C~3~H~2~^+^ with C~2*v*~ symmetry, that is, H~2~CCC^+^, were computed at the CCSD(T)/cc-pCVTZ level of theory.

All calculations were performed using the [CFOUR]{.smallcaps} suite of programs.^[@ref49]^ Detailed computational results can be found in the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpca.9b06176/suppl_file/jp9b06176_si_001.pdf).

3. Results and Discussion {#sec3}
=========================

3.1. Vibrational Spectrum of the Propynylidyne Ion, C~3~H^+^ {#sec3.1}
------------------------------------------------------------

The IR-PD spectrum of the C~3~H^+^--Ne ion complex recorded in the cryogenic ion trap held at *T* = 8.8 K is displayed in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} (upper panel) and compares well to the calculated band positions of the untagged linear ^1^Σ~g~ C~3~H^+^ ion ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} (lower panel) and [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}). The measured fundamental bands corresponding to the H--C stretching (ν~1~), the two C--C stretching (ν~2~, ν~3~), and the doubly degenerate H--C--C bending (ν~4~) modes deviate by at most 10 cm^--1^ from the anharmonic (VPT2) calculations, whereas a substantially larger red shift (∼20 cm^--1^) is  seen for the also observed weak ν~3~ + ν~5~, 2ν~4~, and 2ν~3~ combination and overtone bands. This is likely due to the shallow C--C--C bending (ν~5~) potential discussed earlier,^[@ref27]^ which would require anharmonic corrections beyond the VPT2 level to accurately yield combination and overtone band positions. Nevertheless, such bands were assigned based on the results of the calculations. Whereas for the fundamental stretching bands our calculations agree well (within 2 cm^--1^) with those presented earlier at higher level of theory,^[@ref25],[@ref26]^ for the same reason the ν~4~ and ν~5~ bending frequencies are overestimated in our calculations (by ∼10 and 20 cm^--1^, resp.). A comparison of harmonic and anharmonic calculations at the CCSD(T)/cc-pCVQZ level of theory and to earlier work is given in Tables S1 and S2 in the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpca.9b06176/suppl_file/jp9b06176_si_001.pdf). Unfortunately, the ν~5~ band position lies outside the accessible frequency range and could not be observed directly. The measured and calculated relative band intensities also agree remarkably well. This is not self-evident because in the experiment the signal strengths are a combination of the absorption cross section (i.e., the calculated band intensity) and the dissociation probability of the Ne--ion complex. The latter could well be mode-dependent, for example, because of different couplings to the dissociating modes involving the Ne--ion stretching and bending bands. The observed good match between theoretical and experimental values in the case of C~3~H^+^--Ne therefore indicates that the absorption of a single photon[b](#fn2){ref-type="fn"} leads to predissociation in nearly 100% of the cases, independent of the excited mode, and that the IR-PD spectrum can be taken as a proxy for the corresponding absorption spectrum.

![Vibrational spectrum of C~3~H^+^. (a) Experimental IR-PD spectrum of the C~3~H^+^-Ne complex recorded at *T* = 8.8 K in units of relative cross section. (b) Calculated band positions of bare linear C~3~H^+^ from anharmonic calculations at the CCSD(T)/cc-pCVQZ level of theory, folded with the corresponding laser line width.](jp9b06176_0001){#fig1}

###### Comparison of Experimental Ne-IR-PD Vibrational Band Positions and Calculated Anharmonic Frequencies and Intensities, Including Fundamental Frequencies and all Overtones and Combination Bands More Intense Than 0.1 km/mol up to 4000 cm^--1^, for the Bare C~3~H^+^ Ion Computed at the CCSD(T)/cc-pCVQZ Level of Theory[a](#t1fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

  mode                    IR-PD     rel. int.   fwhm   calc.    calc. int.
  ----------------------- --------- ----------- ------ -------- ------------
  ν~5~ (2)                                             135      71.6
  2ν~5~ (2)                                            271      0.3
  ν~4~ (2)                789(2)    0.8         8      791      4.7
  ν~4~ + ν~Ne~?           810(2)    0.1         15               
  ν~4~ + ν~5~ (2)                                      926      0.1
  ν~3~                    1182(2)   0.9         8      1192     73.1
  ν~3~ + ν~Ne~?           1189(2)   0.1         34               
  ν~3~ + ν~5~ (2)         1328(2)   0.05        8      1346     3.6
  2ν~4~ (2)               1561(2)   0.2         8      1577     9.5
  ν~2~                    2084(2)   4.8         9      2095     1174.4
  ν~2~ + ν~Ne~?           2094(2)   1.9         29               
  ν~2~ + ν~5~ (2)         2212(2)                      2219     0.3
  2ν~3~ (2)               2358(2)   0.1         8      2379     15.4
  ν~1~                    3162(2)   3.3         6      3170\*   109.4
  ν~1~ other Ne isomer?   3169(2)   1.1         17               
  ν~1~ + ν~Ne~?           3181(2)                                
  ν~2~ + ν~3~                                          3276\*   4.9
  ν~1~ + ν~5~ (2)                                      3286     1.3
  ν~1~ + ν~4~ (2)                                      3924     3.3

Frequencies and widths in cm^--1^, and calculated intensities in km/mol. Degenerate modes are marked with (2); tentative assignments are marked with "?"; lines marked with "\*" belong to a Fermi resonance, which has been accounted for in the calculation. Experimental frequencies, widths, and intensities were obtained from multi-component Gaussian least-square fits.

The absence of additional vibrational features provides evidence that only the energetically lowest-lying linear C~3~H^+^ isomer is produced efficiently in our storage ion source from electron impact ionization of allene and that the formation of the 220 kJ mol^--1^ higher-lying cyclic isomer c-C~3~H^+^ is efficiently quenched, as has been observed in previous studies.^[@ref15],[@ref16],[@ref23]^

Whereas IR-PD of tagged ions is commonly used to infer the spectra of the bare ions, in particular when using weakly bound rare gas atoms,^[@ref50]−[@ref52]^ the attached rare gas atom does shift the observed band positions or induces splittings because of symmetry breaking.^[@ref53]^ Additionally, combination bands involving the low-lying stretching and bending modes of the attached atom generally lead to blue-shifted satellite features accompanying the fundamental bands.

In order to better understand the interaction of the neon atom with the ion and its effect on the vibrational spectrum, we performed a scan of the C~3~H^+^--Ne potential energy surface as described in [Section [2.2](#sec2.2){ref-type="other"}](#sec2.2){ref-type="other"}. The same analysis was repeated for helium and argon; computations were carried out at the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ level of theory using the frozen-core approximation. The results, reported in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, show that there are two minima: a global one, corresponding to a linear structure with the rare gas atom close to the hydrogen atom, and a bent structure. For the Ne--ion complexes, the structures corresponding to both minima have been further optimized at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pCVQZ level of theory correlating all electrons and relaxing all geometrical parameters, and harmonic frequencies have been computed in order to estimate the shift because of the neon atom. The results are reported in [Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}. The transition state between the two minima was finally optimized at the same level of theory in order to have an estimate of the barrier heights. The barrier heights, computed as the energy difference between the transition state and the minima and including zero-point vibrational energy corrections, are 81 and 6 cm^--1^ for the linear-to-bent and bent-to-linear conversion, respectively. Details are reported in Section S2 of the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpca.9b06176/suppl_file/jp9b06176_si_001.pdf).

![Energy as a function of the X--C--H angle (X = He, Ne, Ar). The distance between the Ne atom and C~3~H^+^ was optimized at the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ level of theory for each value of the X--C--H angle.](jp9b06176_0002){#fig2}

###### Harmonic Frequencies (in cm^--1^) for the C~3~H^+^ Ion and the Two Complexes with Neon As Described in the Text Computed at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pCVQZ Level of Theory[a](#t2fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

                 C~3~H^+^--Ne   
  ------- ------ -------------- ----------
  ν~7~           35              
  ν~7~           35             28
  ν~6~           77             60
  ν~5~    130    133 (3)        125 (−5)
  ν~5~′   130    133 (3)        135 (5)
  ν~4~    803    820 (17)       800 (−3)
  ν~4~′   803    820 (17)       802 (−1)
  ν~3~    1187   1189 (2)       1188 (1)
  ν~2~    2139   2137 (−2)      2139 (0)
  ν~1~    3307   3294 (−13)     3308 (1)

The shifts are reported in parentheses. The frequencies labeled as ν~6~ and ν~7~ refer to the Ne--ion vibrations; the latter is doubly degenerate for the linear complex.

The harmonic frequencies of Ne--ion vibrations of the complex given in [Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}](#tbl2){ref-type="other"} are of the order of several tens of cm^--1^. We observed blue-shifted satellite features close to the ν~2~, ν~3~, and ν~4~ bands in the measured spectrum. The corresponding peak positions obtained from a two-component Gaussian fit (see [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpca.9b06176/suppl_file/jp9b06176_si_001.pdf) S7--S9) are also given in [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"} and are assigned to combination bands of the C~3~H^+^ fundamental bands with the Ne--ion vibrations. These bands are significantly broader than the fundamental bands, whose line widths are given by the FEL's and OPO's instrumental line width, indicating a faster predissociation caused by the excitation of a mode coupled to the Ne dissociation coordinate. In order to exclude that the satellite features stem from unresolved rotational substructure, we have simulated the ro-vibrational spectrum for the ν~2~ C--C stretch σ transition at 2084 cm^--1^ (with a forbidden Q-branch) and for the ν~4~ C--C--H bending π transition at 789 cm^--1^, exhibiting P-, Q-, and R-branch. The results of this simulation for *T* = 12 K using the calculated C~3~H^+^--Ne rotational ground-state constant of 1689 MHz (and ±1% change in the vibrational excited states) are shown in Figures S10 and S11 of the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpca.9b06176/suppl_file/jp9b06176_si_001.pdf). They clearly show that the ro-vibrational structure cannot be resolved with the given instrumental bandwidth. Furthermore, in all cases, the R-branch is expected to be stronger than the P-branch, that is, resulting in a weaker red-shifted satellite, opposite to what is observed experimentally.

The values reported in [Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}](#tbl2){ref-type="other"} should provide a rough estimate of the shifts induced by the attached noble gas, which should be resolvable for the ν~1~ and ν~4~ vibrational bands. In order to further investigate this experimentally, we (i) recorded the ν~1~ vibrational band again at a lower nominal trap temperature of *T* = 6.5 K and (ii) measured the saturation depletion behavior of this and other bands. For the latter measurements, the relative depletion 1 -- *N*(ν~*i*~)/*N*~0~ at the peak band position ν~*i*~ of the tagged C~3~H^+^--Ne complexes is recorded as a function of total deposited energy *E*·*n* by varying either the irradiation time or the laser power. The interesting results of both measurements for the ν~1~ band are shown in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. When lowering the trap temperature from *T* = 10 K to *T* = 6.5 K, the blue-shifted satellite disappears, and the maximum achievable depletion of the main peak increases from 70 to 100%. One possible explanation for this is the presence of a blue-shifted hot band involving a low-lying Ne vibration that is more populated at elevated temperatures. A more likely explanation is the formation of two structural C~3~H^+^--Ne isomers with a 7:3 abundance ratio at *T* = 10 K and effective quenching to only one structural isomer at *T* = 6.5 K. From a comparison of the calculated energy surface and isomeric shifts, we attribute the main peak to the lowest-lying linear C~3~H^+^--Ne isomer and the blue-shifted satellite (experimental shift of 7 cm^--1^) to the bent isomer. For the ν~4~ H--C--C bending mode, the situation is not very clear. Although the calculated large blue shift in the ν~4~ mode of the linear isomer is not observed, we infer the presence of the red-shifted bent isomer from the observed broad (fwhm 300 cm^--1^) and red-shifted (55 cm^--1^) pedestal at this position (see Figure S7, [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpca.9b06176/suppl_file/jp9b06176_si_001.pdf)). Fast predissociation, resulting in a broad band, can be expected for the bent isomer upon excitation of the bending mode because of its coupling with the dissociative Ne-stretching mode. Once again, anharmonic effects are expected to be more pronounced for the bending mode and absolute band positions and Ne-induced shifts are likely not well reproduced for the ν~4~ mode at the current level of theory. We should also note that we were able to deplete the ν~3~ band, which has a predicted small band shift between the two Ne--ion isomers less than the bandwidth, to 100% at the higher temperature conditions (*T* = 8.8 K). Thus, we can exclude experimental artifacts, such as a different overlap between the ion cloud and laser beam at different temperatures, to be responsible for the observed smaller depletion on the ν~1~ band.

![Existence of both C~3~H^+^--Ne isomers at elevated temperatures. (a) Upper panel: Comparison of the IR-PD spectrum of the ν~1~ band recorded at *T* = 6.5 K and *T* = 9.8 K. Lower panel: Calculated anharmonic band position of C~3~H^+^ (folded with the laser line width) and calculated band positions of the linear and bent C~3~H^+^--Ne isomers (as sticks) based on the shifts reported in [Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}. (b) Relative depletion of the IR-PD signal at the ν~1~ = 3162 cm^--1^ peak position for both temperatures. The offset position was at 3140 cm^--1^.](jp9b06176_0003){#fig3}

The existence of both C~3~H^+^-Ne isomers, while providing a possible explanation to the experimental results, is questionable because the computed barrier height including zero-point energies (energies are reported in [Table S5](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpca.9b06176/suppl_file/jp9b06176_si_001.pdf)) for the bent-to-linear conversion is only 6 cm^--1^ (linear-to-bent: 81 cm^--1^). Whereas this would allow for a localized structure, one would expect efficient collisional cooling to the lowest energy isomer, with the population described by a Boltzmann distribution governed by the linear-to-bent barrier height. The experimental results indicate, however, that at slightly elevated temperatures a comparatively large fraction of the bent isomer is thermally populated, which might be caused by much smaller (of the order few cm^--1^) barriers and energy differences than calculated. Additionally, more systematic experiments on the temperature dependence of the isomeric ratio are warranted to clarify the results.

3.2. Vibrational Spectra of the Linear and Cyclic Isomer of C~3~H~2~^+^ {#sec3.2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

The presence of two stable structural isomers of C~3~H~2~^+^, the cyclopropenylidine ion (c-C~3~H~2~^+^, ^2^A~1~) ground-state structure and a 28 kJ/mol higher-lying linear isomer (HCCCCH^+^, ^2^Π), has been inferred previously from SIFT reactivity studies,^[@ref13]^ photoelectron spectroscopy,^[@ref28]^ and quantum chemical calculations.^[@ref30]^ Evidence for both isomers is present in our experimental IR-PD spectrum (shown in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) of Ne-tagged C~3~H~2~^+^ produced by electron impact ionization of allene. Because no differences were found in the normalized spectra that were recorded using varying ionization energies (20--30 eV), irradiation power, different nominal trap temperatures (*T* = 7--10.5 K), and storage times, [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} displays an average spectrum of all data.

![Vibrational spectrum of C~3~H~2~^+^. (a) Experimental IR-PD spectrum of the C~3~H~2~^+^-Ne complex recorded at *T* = 7--10.5 K in units of relative cross section. (b) Calculated band positions of bare (cyclic) c-C~3~H~2~^+^ (^2^A~1~) from anharmonic calculations at the CCSD(T)/cc-pCVQZ level of theory, folded with the corresponding laser line width.](jp9b06176_0004){#fig4}

From a comparison of calculated anharmonic band positions ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b), the majority of the strong bands can be assigned to the active fundamental vibrations of c-C~3~H~2~^+^, ν~1~--ν~4~, and ν~6~--ν~9~. A summary of the assignment is given in [Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}. The agreement of the experimental c-C~3~H~2~^+^--Ne vibrational frequencies to the calculated bare c-C~3~H~2~^+^ band positions is excellent and in all cases better than 0.6%. From a potential energy surface scan, we determined the minimum structure of the ion--Ne complex as the one where the Ne atom lies in the molecular plane and on the C--H axis. The computational results for the induced band shift due to the attached Ne atom are given in [Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}, and the small effect of the attached Ne atom on the vibrational band positions is verified. Details of the computations are given in the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpca.9b06176/suppl_file/jp9b06176_si_001.pdf). The fundamental bands of the ion--Ne vibrations are also given in [Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}, and we attribute the blue shoulders of the ν~6~, ν~4~, and ν~3~ bands to combination bands involving these modes. The only previously reported vibrational frequencies for c-C~3~H~2~^+^ stem from an analysis of vibrational progressions observed by threshold photoelectron spectroscopy of c-C~3~H~2~.^[@ref33]^ Their derived fundamental frequencies ν~3~ = 1150(60) and ν~2~ = 1530(60) are in reasonable agreement with our results.

###### Experimental IR-PD and Anharmonic Frequencies (in cm^1^) and Intensities (in km/mol), Including Fundamental Frequencies and All Overtones and Combination Bands More Intense Than 0.1 km/mol up to 3900 cm^--1^, for C~3~H~2~^+^ (Cyclic Isomer), Computed at the CCSD(T)/cc-pCVQZ Level of Theory and by Using VPT2 for the Anharmonicity[a](#t3fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

  mode          IR-PD           rel. int.   fwhm   calc.    calc. int.
  ------------- --------------- ----------- ------ -------- ------------
  ν~6~          819(2)          0.5         25     819      49.6
  ν~4~          873(2)          0.6         25     878      53.7
  ν~9~          963(2)          0.1         17     967      8.8
  ν~5~                                             983      0.0
  ν~3~          1174(2)         0.5         22     1178     79.7
  ν3 + ν~Ne~    1197(2)         0.1         57               
  ν~8~          1289(2)         0.2         18     1290     14.0
  ν~2~          1597(2)         0.05        23     1597\*   1.8
  2ν~6~                                            1640\*   0.1
  2ν~4~         1778(3) blend                      1753     0.3
  ν~5~ + ν~6~   1778(3) blend                      1801     1.7
  ν~4~ + ν~9~   1778(3) blend                      1839     2.8
  2ν~9~                                            1930     0.4
  2ν~5~         nc                                 1964     0.2
  ν~3~ + ν~4~   nc                                 2047     0.1
  ν~4~ + ν~8~   nc                                 2176     0.1
  ν~8~ + ν~9~   nc                                 2257     0.1
  2ν~3~         nc                                 2339     0.4
  ν~2~ + ν~6~   nc                                 2398     0.2
  ν~3~ + ν~8~   nc                                 2468     0.4
  2ν~8~         nc                                 2577     0.6
  ν~2~ + ν~3~   nc                                 2766     0.3
  ν~2~ + ν~8~                                      2879     1.3
  ν~7~          3116(2)         2.2         13     3123     136.4
  ν~1~          3139 (2)        0.9         23     3139\*   48.3
  2ν~2~         3204(2) blend                      3199\*   2.6

Frequencies and widths in cm^--1^, and calculated intensities in km/mol. "nc" means not covered experimentally; lines marked with "\*" belong to a Fermi resonance, which has been accounted for in the calculation. Experimental frequencies, widths, and intensities were obtained from multi-component Gaussian least-square fits.

###### Harmonic Frequencies (in cm^--1^) for the C~3~H~2~^+^ Ion and Its Stable Complex with Neon Described in the Text Computed at the fc-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ Level of Theory[a](#t4fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

  mode    C~3~H~2~^+^   C~3~H~2~^+^--Ne
  ------- ------------- -----------------
  ν~11~                 34
  ν~10~                 50
  ν~9~                  75
  ν~6~    829           824 (−5)
  ν~4~    900           895 (5)
  ν~9~    986           981 (−5)
  ν~5~    994           989 (−5)
  ν~3~    1196          1196 (0)
  ν~8~    1305          1305 (0)
  ν~2~    1623          1622 (−1)
  ν~7~    3232          3230 (−2)
  ν~1~    3260          3258 (−2)

The shifts are reported in parentheses. The frequencies labeled as ν~9~, ν~10~, and ν~11~ refer to the Ne--ion vibrations.

Upon inspection of [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, it is obvious that not all observed vibrational features can be attributed to c-C~3~H~2~^+^. Moreover, the presence of a second isomer with the same molecular mass can be inferred from saturation depletion measurements which we performed on the strong ν~7~, ν~8~, ν~3~, and ν~4~ c-C~3~H~2~^+^ bands. Only 60% of the stored complexes could be depleted at these resonant frequencies, whereas the bands labeled d, e, h, and i depleted by a maximum of 40%, indicating a 60:40 abundance ratio of the cyclic c-C~3~H~2~^+^ to linear HCCCH^+^ isomer if we assume that both ions have a similar tagging efficiency. We can exclude the presence of the energetically high-lying (by 195 kJ/mol with respect to c-C~3~H~2~^+^, as computed at the CCSD(T)/cc-pCVQZ level of theory) linear *C*~2*v*~ isomer based on a comparison of the experimental spectrum and calculated anharmonic band positions (see the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpca.9b06176/suppl_file/jp9b06176_si_001.pdf)); in particular, a predicted strong CC stretching band at 1133 cm^--1^ is missing.

The electronic ground state of the linear HCCCH^+^ isomer is ^2^Π~g~. Our results for the harmonic frequencies of the bending modes and the anharmonic frequencies for the stretching modes, as obtained at the fc-EOMIP-CCSD/cc-pVQZ level of theory, are given in [Table [5](#tbl5){ref-type="other"}](#tbl5){ref-type="other"}, together with the experimental band positions labeled a--i in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The strong active σ~u~ asymmetric stretching transitions ν~4~ and ν~3~ could be assigned, as well as an intense combination band of the symmetric and asymmetric CC stretching modes (ν~2~ + ν~4~). It should be noted that the computed frequencies of the Renner--Teller split^[@ref28]^ π modes are to be considered only qualitative estimates for the expected Δ -- Π and Σ -- Π bending vibrational components because of the harmonic approximation and the lack of a proper treatment of the Renner--Teller effect as well as of spin--orbit coupling. Additionally, the attached Ne atom might introduce symmetry breaking depending on the most stable attachment position, thus also the symmetry-forbidden modes with gerade symmetry could be observable. Thus, the remaining unassigned bands are likely combination and overtone bands also belonging to the linear HCCCH^+^ isomer.

###### Experimental IR-PD Band Centers and Intensities of HCCCH^+^--Ne and Calculated Frequencies for the HCCCH^+^ Ion Computed at the fc-EOM-IP-CCSD/cc-pVQZ Level of Theory[a](#t5fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}^,^[b](#t5fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}

  mode          symmetry    label   IR-PD     rel. int   fwhm   calc.   calc. int.
  ------------- ----------- ------- --------- ---------- ------ ------- ------------
  ν~7~′         π~u~(*y*)                                       208     55.6
  ν~7~          π~u~(*x*)                                       279     28.8
  ν~6~′         π~g~(*y*)                                       270     0.0
  ν~6~          π~g~(*x*)                                       897     0.0
  ν~5~′         π~u~(*y*)                                       385     61.6
  ν~5~          π~u~(*x*)                                       894     10.6
                            a       765(2)    0.02       10              
  ν~2~          σ~g~^+^                                         1301    0.0
                            b       1403(2)   0.03       29              
                            c       1554(2)   0.03       17              
                            d       1778(2)   0.17       34              
  ν~4~          σ~u~^--^    e       1899(2)   0.75       33     1896    396.1
                            f       3003(2)   0.34       7               
                            g       3041(2)   0.46       9               
  ν~2~ + ν~4~   σ~u~^--^    h       3152(2)   1.6        8      3173    45.2
  ν~3~          σ~u~^--^    i       3204(2)   2.9        9      3229    271.8
  ν~1~          σ~g~^+^                                         3360    0.0

Harmonic frequencies are given for the Renner--Teller split modes, which are indicated with the same mode label, with and without apex, respectively. Anharmonic frequencies are given for the stretching bands, derived as the averages of the two Renner--Teller bending potentials. For details, see the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpca.9b06176/suppl_file/jp9b06176_si_001.pdf). Labels a--i are referring to [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}.

Frequencies and widths in cm^--1^, and calculated intensities in km/mol. Experimental frequencies, widths, and intensities were obtained from multi-component Gaussian least-square fits.

Apparently, the electron impact ionization of allene in the used ion storage source produces both the minimum cyclopropenylidine c-C~3~H~2~^+^ and the higher-lying HCCCH^+^ isomer at the derived 60:40 ratio. The chosen electron impact energy of 20--30 eV is at least 5.6 eV higher than the appearance energy of 14.34(8) eV for C~3~H~2~^+^ upon electron impact ionization of allene,^[@ref54]^ and the internal energy is thus sufficient to overcome the isomerization barriers of 182 kJ/mol (1.89 eV) and 408 kJ/mol (4.22 eV) from the linear to cyclic C~3~H~2~^+^ forms and vice versa, respectively.^[@ref30]^ However, the isomeric ratio might have shifted in favor of the cyclic isomer via secondary reactions in our storage ion source because of the higher reactivity of the linear isomer.^[@ref13]^ In the earlier SIFT measurements,^[@ref13]^ where propyne (CH~3~CCH) was used as a precursor for C~3~H~2~^+^ production via direct electron impact ionization, a ratio of 20:80 was found for the cyclic-to-linear isomer ratio.

4. Conclusions {#sec4}
==============

This works presents the first gas-phase vibrational spectra of linear C~3~H^+^ and the two lowest isomers of C~3~H~2~^+^ over a wide frequency range provided by the FELIX free electron lasers. The experimentally derived band positions for C~3~H^+^ and c-C~3~H~2~^+^ are in excellent agreement with high-level quantum chemical calculations of the respective isomeric structures and corresponding anharmonic frequency calculations. Thanks to the interplay between theory and experiment, most of the spectral features of these ions could be assigned and, in the case of combination bands or overtones, calculations were able to guide the measurements, which confirmed the computational results. This in turn allows us to put strong constraints on the structural parameters of these ions.

The influence of the Ne atom attached to the molecular ions on vibrational band positions was investigated in detail with high-level quantum chemical calculations. In general, the deduced shifts were small, of the order of a few cm^--1^, allowing for a clear assignment of vibrational modes of the bare ions from the experimental IR-PD spectra. The use of He as the tagging agent would introduce even smaller band shifts as discussed in previous studies^[@ref34],[@ref50],[@ref55]^ but was not applied here because of very low He attachment efficiencies (of the order of 1%). Nevertheless, subtle effects of the Ne tag were observable in the case of C~3~H^+^, which are challenging to interpret. On the other hand, this observation and the appearance of combination bands involving the Ne--ion bending and stretching modes can be turned into a tool to study the weak van der Waals interaction in the Ne--ion complexes.

The experimental and theoretical vibrational data presented here form a solid basis for further investigations of these ions at higher resolution, for example, using the action spectroscopic method LIICG (laser-induced inhibition of complex growth) or LIR (laser-induced reactions). Both methods in combination with narrow-band IR excitation with a frequency-comb calibrated cw OPO were applied in the past successfully to record high-resolution ro-vibrational transitions of several other reactive ionic species, for example, CH~5~^+^, CH^+^, and O~2~H^+^.^[@ref56]−[@ref58]^ Ultimately, the goal would be to record directly the purely rotational transitions of c-C~3~H~2~^+^ at highest precision. That this is possible even for reactive hydrocarbons has already been demonstrated in the case of linear C~3~H^+^. In fact, the latter ion was the first one for which the ROSAA (rotational state-dependent attachment of rare gas atoms) action spectroscopic method^[@ref59]^ was used to record its rotational spectrum, thereby confirming its detection in space.^[@ref23]^ Once the rotational fingerprint transitions of c-C~3~H~2~^+^ are measured in the laboratory, they in turn will enable searches for this important intermediate in interstellar carbon chemistry using sensitive radio telescopes.

Vibrational IR-PD spectroscopy in combination with saturation depletion measurements, facilitated by the high FELIX FEL power, allows us to quantify the isomeric ratios of ions with a specific *m*/*q* value stored in our cryogenic ion trap, as described earlier^[@ref34],[@ref60]^ and applied here in the case of the C~3~H~2~^+^ isomers. In future studies, we want to use these diagnostic capabilities to optimize the formation conditions of a specific isomer in the ion source. This in turn allows us to study subsequent ion molecule reactions starting with a well-defined isomer pure sample and to spectroscopically probe the product isomeric ratios, opening up new routes to reinvestigate the astronomically important C~3~H^+^ + H~2~ reaction at low temperatures.^[@ref15],[@ref16],[@ref18]^

Increasing the production yield of the linear HCCCH^+^ isomer, for example, by using a propyne precursor or a nonstorage electron-impact ion source, will allow us to record its vibrational spectrum without possible blends with bands of the cyclic variant, thus enabling us to verify our tentative assignment of the stretching modes and to measure its low-lying Renner--Teller and spin--orbit disturbed bending modes. These data will provide an excellent basis to benchmark quantum chemical calculations, which are challenging for these linear open-shell species.

The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the [ACS Publications website](http://pubs.acs.org) at DOI: [10.1021/acs.jpca.9b06176](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.jpca.9b06176).Mass spectra for ion production and complexation, details on the quantum chemical calculations, Gaussian fits to obtain experimental band positions, and simulations of the rotational contours ([PDF](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpca.9b06176/suppl_file/jp9b06176_si_001.pdf))
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The Ne dissociation energy is 354 (235) cm^--1^ for the linear (bent) complex, which is well below the excitation energy of at least 550 cm^--1^ used in the presented experiments.
